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INTRODUCTION

In today’s globalised world, the corporate strives for

the profit maximization at any cost by neglecting their

responsibility towards other. The belief that economic

prosperity is a solution to most problems has led to crisis

situation in contemporary world, for instance :

Personal crisis – X is facing stress.

Social crisis - Y is facing corruption.
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ABSTRACT

This paper broadly aims to analyse the concept of corporate moral responsibility vis-à-vis the ancient Indian perspective.

CMR means that a corporation is (or is to be treated as) a moral agent. Specifically, it aims to explore the implications

of the debate on CMR for business and leadership ethics. Several teachings from Bhagavad Gītā are relevant to

construct a moral responsibility model. The present paper attempts to understand leadership and moral responsibility

insights from Bhagavad Gītā. Hermeneutical research methodology is applied in this article for understanding and

interpreting Bhagavad Gītā in the context of moral responsibility. In his work ‘Debunking Corporate Moral Responsibility’,

Manuel Velasquez states that corporate organizations lack intentionality, which entities must acquire to be morally

responsible for its consequences. This argument relies on the premise that intentionality is necessary for moral

responsibility. This paper critically examines this idea. The paper comprises three parts. Part, one introduces the

concept of corporate moral responsibility and ethical leadership. Part two will elaborate on how the idea of personhood

from Bhagavad Gītā articulates moral responsibility in a way that does not need intentionality or any other mental

state. Part three will dwell on the idea that Bhagavad Gītā provides virtue and duty theory which starts from individual

moral responsibility (svadharma) and move towards corporate responsibility (varnaasrama dharma). Finally, it deliberates

upon how moral personhood ideas from Gītā can bridge the classical dichotomy between individualistic and collective

approaches to moral responsibility. And it provides us with a new paradigm for the interaction between individual and

business ethics.
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The possible solution for the aforesaid crisis

incorporate organizations is the development of moral

responsibility as a pre-requisite for understanding the

consequences of one’s actions and the impact of these

actions on others.

This paper is divided into four sections. First section

will be dealing with the critical evaluation of the debate

about corporate moral agency. Second section will be

dealing with the Velasquez idea of intentionality. Third

section will try to explore and incorporate ethical

teachings found in the Bhagavad Gîtâ into Personhood

model. The final section will explore the dimension of
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business ethics through the lens of Bhagavad Gītā and

its contemporary relevance for leadership. This work

concludes by applying the implications of debate for

business and management ethics in general and ethics

for leaders in particular.

Section I:

In the first section, I’ll argue that adequate theory

of responsibility is needed that take into consideration

individual moral responsibility as well as the collective or

corporate moral responsibility. Now hereby the question

arises, is corporate organization an entity to which we

can attribute the idea of moral responsibility? In

philosophical aspect, the question is posed as “moral

agency” of corporate organisations. The debate on

corporate moral agency or corporate moral responsibility

can be broadly categorized into two domains. Scholars

like Copp, Hess, List and Pettit argue that firms can be

moral agents. On the other hand, scholars like Gilbert, S.

Miller, and Rönnegard deny the idea that firms can be

moral agents.

It can be demarcated into two groups, namely

nominalist and realist. For nominalist corporations are

mere collection of individuals. For realist corporation has

existence and moral/political personality of its own. Both

of them have implication for moral responsibility.

Before dealing with these issues, I will discuss some

preliminary concepts first. Responsibility is one of those

terms which are contextual. Here contextual implies that

a word can have different meanings depending on its

use. Manuel Velasquez in his article ‘debunking corporate

moral responsibility’ has analysed the terms ‘responsible’

and ‘responsibility’ as having three distinguishable uses.

Consider the following instances:

– Virtue (trait or character)– X is a responsible

person.

– Deontology (duty)– responsibility of Y is to do

right things.

– Consequentialism (causal action) - the ultimate

responsibility for the failure of safety system belongs to

Z.

The third can be further categorized into three:

– Causal - A is the cause of B

– Compensatory-father is responsible for paying

damages done by his child.

– Intentionality- A intentionally brought B to the

rave party.

Velasquez refers to third kind of responsibility as

moral responsibility. Hence, he argues that the concept

of intentionality is important in defining the moral

responsibility and agency. Building upon this premise he

claims that there cannot be separate corporate moral

responsibility as we cannot have collective intentionality.

This implies that the agency is limited to the individual

agents, thereby denying the existence of collective moral

agency in general, and corporate agency in particular.

In the next section I will argue against its

aforementioned premise.

Section II :

In this section I’ll take critical look at one of the

existing theories of intentionality and what it tells us about

responsibility and agency. The debate on corporate moral

responsibility is primarily dependent on the premise that

weather corporate intentionality can be established or

not. I will argue that the moral personhood can be seen

as the source of moral responsibility instead of

intentionality. In contemporary discussions of collective

moral responsibility, one of the major stumbling blocks

for proponents of collective responsibility has been how

we can make sense of something like group intention,

which is taken as necessary for collective action and

thus collective responsibility2.

Moral Responsibility refers to a situation where one

makes judgement about another, if the person is morally

responsible for own behaviour and also making others

responsible for the consequence of the actions. Such

events form part of interpersonal relationships and is

fundamental to every human. In different schools of

Philosophy, morally responsible behaviour involves

exercising one’s own power and capacities.

The core of moral responsibility is in the person’s

behavior. The behavior makes an individual morally

acceptable. The kind of action by an individual such as

actions creating sufferings for others, distress, pain,

sorrow etc. puts the person in category of morally

acceptable people. Philosophers are of the view that,

moral responsibility is the simplest form of qualities which

can be possessed. Also, it becomes most difficult thing

to get if unfavorable situations get created.

Section III :

In Gītā the idea of moral personhood can be

conceptualized on the basis of Dharma. 
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The Bhagavad Gītā is said to be the essence of all

the Upanishads. Therefore, Gītā is also called as

Supanishad. Various scholars and philosophers have

elucidated on the teachings of Bhagavad-Gītā in various

works. It is collection of spiritual teachings of Lord

Krishna to Arjuna, narrated in the Bhīsma Parva of the

Mahabharata. It consists of 700 verses and 18 chapters.

The first six chapters elucidate karma yoga (selfless

action), chapter 7-12 consist of jñana Yoga (self-

knowledge) and last chapters deal with bhakti yoga

(transcendental wisdom).

It enlightened Arjuna with knowledge of spiritual

paths, Vedanta, yoga, karma and bhakti. This makes Gītā

an important portion of Smrti literature. The text is a

unique book for all ages. It presents a standard and

disciplined life to be cherished by entire mankind. The

understanding of Bhagavad-Gītā provide an individual with

criterion for moral obligations.

In the 1st chapter of the Gītā, Arjuna is confused

between the social code and obligations towards his

family, friends and relative. Arjuna is under following

dilemma: being from the ksatriyavarna (warrior class)

he should be adhering to norms of war in battleground,

but the enemies belong to his own family member. This

puts a moral obligation on him and he thinks to refrain

from fighting. This dilemma on which action endorse puts

Arjuna in state of conflict. Lord Krishna, the charioteer,

helps Arjuna from absolute and relative truth associated

with his dilemma. He explains to Arjuna that the ultimate

truth is body is mortal while self (soul) is immortal. To

mourn over the substance which is mortal is futile. Relative

truth is that, he belongs to a warrior class whose duty is

to fight in battle field and do justice to his own people.

The Duty or dharma for him is to follow relative

consciousness/ truth.

The dilemma for Arjuna is seen as trade-off between

dharma (duty) or to restore morality principles by not

engaging in war with own family members. Krishna

emphasizes on to follow principles of duty or dharma

without any kind attachment to it. Performing duty for

any individual is soul of moral and spiritual values. It is

considered to be right, if any person performs his

responsibilities without objectification of its own actions.

Duty is also described in different aspects in Western

philosophy.

Duty in Gita has different connotation than that

discussed by western philosophers like Aristotle, Kant

and others. Theories like Kantian approach determine

goals for an individual where, he decides what he can do

in all situations to maximize his interests. Similarly,

according to Mill, an individual will perform his

responsibilities just to improve his utility or state of desire.

In both cases, an individual does not apply the principles

of ethics or morality. The outcome of this action is that

social tension gets created.

In west, duty is set of action derived from reasons3.

In Indian philosophy, duty or dharma is not specified set

of rules. Actions are not based on outcome but with

responsibilities on one self. It is the decision of the

individual to judge if the action generates any kind of

obligation or is governed by obligations. Krishna said that,

no rules is derived from single source. Dharma creates

obligation for social duty, moral laws, accountability and

righteousness in one’s duty (Leaman, 2000). To avoid

distress, and unhappiness, duty without desire of outcome

is recommended in Gita.

Boundedness in moral obligations:

Krishna supported that, any moral rule is not

impetrative or unconditional command. If Arjuna is a

warrior he should fight if the cause is right. Any other

person like priest, teacher should not fight in battle field

but perform duty prescribed for him. Further, Krishna

explains that even such obligations is not valid. Dharmas

or duty is not be considered as command. People who

wish for moksha or endorses renunciation of physical

world, he will perform other set of duties. In such case

even if the person is from warrior class, he will be

interested in attaining moksha rather than war. Duty is

not universal set of obligations; it varies within one family.

In Gita, it is explained that dharma is relative. It

changes from person to person depending upon time,

place and environment. Rules according to Krishna is

not always for moral obligations. Individual performing

duty at time of stress or happiness varies. In the Gītā,

there is mention of certain individual duties, which are

universally conditional upon individuals. Such duties

include speak truth, compassion, ethical conduct and

others. Such duties are binding upon all individuals

irrespective of their religion. In philosophy there is no

absolute support for all the duties and obligations for any

individual based on his caste or creed.

CORPORATE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY & ETHICAL LEADERSHIP – A PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS THROUGH THE LENS OF BHAGAVAD GĪTĀ
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In guitart the idea of moral personhood can be

conceptualized on the basis of Dharma. 

Section IV :

In this section I will investigate the relation

between corporate moral responsibility and ethical

leadership in including corporate members morally

responsible behavior. This section explicates the ethical

teachings of Bhagavad Gītā, in the context of the Western

distinction between duty ethics and virtue ethics. It will

also make an effort to evaluate the various strands of

leadership in organizational management from the

viewpoint of the Bhagavad Gita. Most of the scholars

have dealt with duty ethics for leader but there is no

systematic exploration of virtue ethics in Bhagavad Gītā.

The diverse aspects of the organizational management

as reflected in the ancient Indian text, the Bhagavad Gita

is of great importance.

Moral responsibility is required for social problems.

It includes individual responsibility and collective

organization responsibility. Organizational responsibility

involves engagement with different levels of management.

In contemporary time the debate over moral responsibility

is categorized into nominalist and realists. For the

nominalists, organization is aggregation of individuals. For

the realists, an organization is the one with its own

existence and legal character of its own. However, both

of these pose challenges while discussing moral

responsibility. If one accepts nominalist view, it becomes

difficult to understand implications of moral responsibility.

Similarly, in case of realists, in absence of any collective

group, individual becomes responsible for moral failure.

This creates a challenge in deciding the agent for moral

responsibility.

According to philosophers, organizations are a form

of moral persons as they are entities which plays important

role for society. “…… Organizations are more than mere

collections of individuals, so they are worth of taking moral

decisions and also susceptible to blame (Goodpaster, 1982,

pp. 132–141).

Organization has social and moral interactions within

organizations, with individual and with society.

Organizations have more control and power than

individual(s) because the existing structure of organization

gives more space for choices.

Organization and individual moral agency:

Organization moral responsibility effect is seen in

two ways: Firstly, the action of individual; Secondly, the

action of the organization for which the individuals work4.

The organization’s goals and target could differ from that

of the individuals working within the organization. This

indicates that any organization is rational in behaving the

way they want because of the nature of work, conflicts

and long run interest. Organizations deliver moral

responsibility responding to both internal and external

challenges. The critique of this form of moral

responsibility is that organization does not shapes

individual behaviour because organization does not carry

emotions. Individual is considered as human agency. An

individual has knowledge of own self, can foresee

consequences of own actions, and express desires.

Individual sets goal of moral responsibility depending on

the environment, situational crisis, and rational thinking.

An individual can only be responsible to the point where

his influence exists.

Conclusion :

I have presented my idea of corporate moral

responsibility on the basis of ‘personhood model’ from

Bhagavad Gîtâ. It provides an internal perspective to

corporate moral responsibility, which is the development

of individual leader’s self-conscience towards dharma

(duty) and karma (action). The individual cannot act as

agent nor cultivate oneself without context ualizing in the

community .Thus the communal/role based idea of person

hood allows for different ways of developing normative

theory based on such conception, hence undermining

some of the most common objections to views (like –

intentionality as necessary for moral responsibility) in

western philosophy.
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